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GLOSSARY
Checkpoint – Checkpoints are identical to GCPs except they are not used to improve
geo-registration accuracy. Instead they are used to assess geo-registration accuracy.
Discrepancy – The difference between the measured map coordinates of a checkpoint
and the map coordinates that are assigned to a checkpoint location in a geo-registered
image.
Extracted Polygon – A polygon that can be extracted from a geo-registered image based
on the measured map coordinates of the corners of a plot.
GCP – Ground Control Points are points within the terrain and imagery of precisely
measured and paired image and map coordinates. Imagery is geo-registered in a
manner that is as consistent with the GCPs as possible.
Geo-Registration – The process of assigning image coordinates to map coordinates.
Image Geotag – The map coordinates of the camera when an image is acquired.
Multispectral Imagery – Imagery from a camera designed to detect multiple bands of
electromagnetic radiation including non-visible wavelengths.
Ortho-Rectification – The process of projecting an image onto a spatially uniform grid in
a manner that eliminates distortion due to camera perspective and terrain relief
displacement.
Plot Extraction Accuracy – The percentage of the area of the reference polygon that is
successfully extracted from the image.
Point Cloud – A cluster of points in arbitrary 3D Cartesian coordinates that represents
the relative locations of tie points and image geotags in and above the terrain.
Reference Polygon – An accurate reference polygon that corresponds to the area of the
plot that one is attempting to extract from the image.
Residual – The difference between the measured map coordinates of a GCP and the
map coordinates that are assigned to a GCP location in a geo-registered image.
RMSE – The Root Mean Squared Error based on discrepancies at checkpoints. This is a
common metric of geo-registration accuracy.
Thermal Imagery – Imagery from a camera designed to detect thermal radiation.
Tie Point – A matching point in two or more images. GCPs are treated as tie points if
they are located in two or more images.
UAS – Unmanned Aircraft System.
Visual Imagery – Color imagery (red, green, blue) from a consumer grade digital camera.
Note – The above descriptions are not standard definitions of these terms. They are
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Complex planting schemes are common in experimental crop fields and can make it
difficult to extract plots of interest from high-resolution imagery of the fields gathered
by Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). This prevents UAS imagery from being applied in
High-Throughput Precision Phenotyping and other areas of agricultural research. If the
imagery is accurately geo-registered, then it may be possible to extract plots from the
imagery based on their map coordinates. To test this approach, a UAS was used to
acquire visual imagery of 5 ha of soybean fields containing 6.0 m2 plots in a complex
planting scheme. Sixteen artificial targets were setup in the fields before flights and
different spatial configurations of 0 to 6 targets were used as Ground Control Points
(GCPs) for geo-registration, resulting in a total of 175 geo-registered image mosaics with
a broad range of geo-registration accuracies. Geo-registration accuracy was quantified
based on the horizontal Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of targets used as checkpoints.
Twenty test plots were extracted from the geo-registered imagery. Plot extraction
accuracy was quantified based on the percentage of the desired plot area that was
extracted. It was found that using 4 GCPs along the perimeter of the field minimized the
horizontal RMSE and enabled a plot extraction accuracy of at least 70%, with a mean
plot extraction accuracy of 92%. Future work will focus on further enhancing the plot
extraction accuracy through additional image processing techniques so that it becomes
sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes in agricultural research and potentially
other areas of research.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Applications of UAS Imagery in Agriculture
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) equipped with frame cameras make it possible to
acquire imagery of natural and cultivated landscapes with high spatial and temporal
resolution. This imagery could have applications in crop management and crop
improvement, since it could provide data related to crop development and structure,
chemical composition, and health. For example, UAS imagery could be applied in field-
based High-Throughput Precision Phenotyping, which is currently considered a frontier
for plant breeding (Cabrera-Bosquet et al., 2012). This would involve comparing
different varieties of a crop based on phenotypic traits that are detectable in the
imagery and correlated with yield or resource use efficiency (Araus and Cairns, 2014).
UAS imagery could also make it possible to identify and measure new and valuable trait
phenotypes that could not be measured by conventional means (Araus and Cairns,
2014). This study focuses on developing a technical framework that will make it possible
to apply UAS imagery in High-Throughput Precision Phenotyping and similar applications
in agricultural research and management.
1.2 How Complex Planting Schemes Impact Image Analysis
An important step in building this framework is ensuring that the plots of interest in a
crop field can be precisely located in the imagery and extracted for analysis. It turns out
that the difficulty of this task strongly depends on the complexity of the planting
scheme and the ability to convert imagery into a precise map of the field. For example,
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at the Agronomy Center for Research and Education (ACRE) at Purdue University,
researchers from the Purdue University Agronomy Department are comparing 5600
varieties of soybean in the SoyNAM experiment. These varieties are evenly divided into
4 quadrants and each quadrant follows a complex planting scheme (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Planting scheme for 1 of 4 quadrants of soybean in the SoyNam experiment.
Each quadrant contains 40 sets of varieties of soybean. Each set consists of 2 rows of
plots that are oriented north to south and segmented into 20 ranges. This results in 40
plots per set; 35 of which contain unique varieties of soybean while the remaining 5
contain control varieties. Each plot is approximately 1.5 m wide and 4.0 m long (6.0 m2).
In this experiment, aside from the control plots, there are no replicate plots of any
variety. Other field experiments may modify the size and arrangement of rows and
ranges and may include replicate plots. Within this framework, the sets, as well as the
plots within each set, are randomly planted across the field.
Thus, all 5600 varieties of soybean in the SoyNAM experiment are planted across
approximately 5 ha. The randomization and separation of plot locations is necessary to
control for environmental variation when identifying favorable varieties. The small plot
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size allows many varieties to be tested; however, the randomization and small plot size
also make it difficult to precisely identify the image coordinates (the columns and rows
of the pixels in the image) of any given plot or variety in the imagery.
A method of automatically extracting individual plots from the imagery based on their
rows and ranges in the planting scheme is needed to extract any collection of plots.
Plots might be automatically extracted if a uniform spatial grid of rows and ranges could
be overlaid on the imagery and the rows and ranges of the plots of interest were known.
However, an additional layer of complexity is introduced by the fact that plots are never
planted in a perfectly uniform spatial grid of rows and ranges (Figure 2).
Figure 2. UAS imagery showing misalignments of rows and ranges within the field.
Even though these fields were planted using a GPS-guided precision plot planter
(ALMACO, Nevada, IA), systematic misalignments of rows and ranges on the order of 1
m are still common. These errors are an unavoidable part of the planting process. They
propagate across the field, making it impossible to fit a uniform spatial grid of rows and
ranges to any large portion of the field without significant error. In this case, it might be
possible to segment some portions of the imagery into ranges, but this type of approach
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would probably require significant manual intervention and therefore it would be
difficult to implement operationally. Ideally, an approach could be developed that does
not depend on the complexity of the planting scheme or the uniformity of plot spacing.
Plots could be extracted from the imagery based on their map coordinates (easting,
northing, and altitude in an appropriate map coordinate system); however, this requires
two conditions to be satisfied: 1) the precise map coordinates of the plots are known,
and 2) image coordinates have been assigned to map coordinates with sufficient
accuracy so that the image coordinates of a plot can be accurately identified based on
its map coordinates. This would provide a means of repeatedly and automatically
extracting plots from imagery of a crop field produced at different times during a
growing season, as long as the imagery satisfied the second condition listed above.
1.3 Automatic Plot Extraction
A technique was developed to automate plot extraction based on map coordinates and
conduct an accuracy assessment (Figure 3). It assumes that the map coordinates of the
corners of the plot have been measured, and that image coordinates have been
assigned to map coordinates (with some level of accuracy). The image coordinates that
are assigned to the measured map coordinates can be used to define a polygon in the
image. This polygon is referred to as the extracted polygon, since under these
assumptions it can be readily defined and automatically extracted from the image.
To quantify plot extraction accuracy, one must define accurate reference image
coordinates for the corners of the plot. These image coordinates correspond to the
same locations in the terrain for which the map coordinates of the corners of the plot
have been measured. These image coordinates are used to define a second polygon in
the image. This polygon is referred to as the reference polygon, since it represents the
image coordinates of the plot that one is attempting to extract from the image.
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Figure 3. Conceptual diagram of automated plot extraction and accuracy assessment.
Within this framework, the plot extraction accuracy can be defined as the area of
overlap of the extracted polygon and the reference polygon, divided by the area of the
reference polygon. The plot extraction accuracy may be expressed as a percentage,
since it corresponds to the fraction of the area of the reference polygon that is
successfully extracted from the image.
It is important to recognize that this definition of the plot extraction accuracy depends
on how the reference polygon is defined. In this study, the image coordinates of the
corners of the reference polygon are defined based on manual measurement. This
method is considered to be sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this study. There
may be other ways of defining the reference polygon; however, investigating such
possibilities is beyond the scope of this study.
The plot extraction accuracy also depends on how accurately image coordinates are
assigned to map coordinates, or geo-registered. Geo-registration is the process of
assigning image coordinates to map coordinates. After geo-registration, the imagery is
ortho-rectified, or projected onto a map grid in a manner that eliminates distortions due
to camera perspective and terrain relief displacement. Increasing the geo-registration
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accuracy of an image should increase the plot extraction accuracy, since the map
coordinates used to define the extracted polygon should be more correctly assigned to
their corresponding image coordinates.
Finally, the plot extraction accuracy depends on the accuracy of the measured map
coordinates used to define the extracted polygon. For the purposes of this study, it is
assumed that these map coordinates are measured with sufficient accuracy so that any
reductions in the plot extraction accuracy associated with inaccuracies in these
measurements are negligibly small. This study focuses on quantifying the relationship
between the geo-registration accuracy of the imagery and the plot extraction accuracy.
Geo-registration accuracy can be quantified in a number of ways. In this study, geo-
registration accuracy is quantified based on the horizontal Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) of checkpoints that will be setup in the terrain before acquiring imagery. As will
be discussed later, the horizontal RMSE is a common metric of geo-registration accuracy
and it is appropriate for the purposes of this study.
In the case of UAS imagery, geo-registration accuracy depends on multiple factors,
including the type of terrain overflown, the amount of image overlap, the accuracy of
camera positions and orientations for each image provided by the UAS, and the use of
Ground Control Points (GCPs). GCPs are points within the terrain and imagery of
precisely measured and paired image and map coordinates. Imagery is geo-registered in
a manner that is as consistent with the GCPs as possible.
For the UAS considered in this study, the amount of image overlap can be adjusted with
relative ease. On the other hand, the terrain characteristics and the accuracy of camera
positions and orientations provided by the UAS cannot be changed. For these reasons,
this study focuses on identifying how much the geo-registration accuracy and plot
extraction accuracy can be improved by using GCPs.
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Increasing the accuracy of the GCPs increases the geo-registration accuracy. Also, both
the number and spatial configuration of GCPs in the terrain and imagery are important
in determining how much they can improve geo-registration accuracy. It is important to
recognize that obtaining GCPs can require much time and effort, depending on the
number of GCPs and how difficult it is to establish GCPs in the terrain and imagery.
Therefore, it is desirable to use a minimum number of GCPs. Ultimately, the number and
spatial configuration of GCPs is determined based on a balance between geo-
registration accuracy requirements and logistical considerations. If high geo-registration
accuracy and high plot extraction accuracy can be achieved using a reasonable number
and spatial configuration of GCPs, this will constitute significant progress towards
making applications such as High-Throughput Precision Phenotyping possible.
1.4 Hypotheses
This study is designed to address two main hypotheses:
1. The number and spatial configuration of GCPs within an image mosaic are very
important for achieving high geo-registration accuracy. A proper configuration
can minimize the number of GCPs required to achieve a given accuracy.
2. High geo-registration accuracy is very important for accurately extracting small
plots from an image mosaic of a crop field based on their map coordinates.
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1.5 Objectives
In order to answer these hypotheses, the following objectives were achieved:
1. Geo-register UAS imagery using different numbers and spatial configurations of
GCPs.
2. Calculate geo-registration accuracies.
3. Automatically extract test plots from the imagery.
4. Calculate plot extraction accuracies.
5. Quantify the relationship between the number and spatial configuration of GCPs
used for geo-registration and the geo-registration accuracy and plot extraction
accuracy.
6. If acceptable geo-registration accuracies and plot extraction accuracies can be
achieved using reasonable numbers and spatial configurations of GCPs,
recommend a specific number and spatial configuration of GCPs for future
applications based on a balance between accuracy requirements and logistical
considerations.
The following chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides
theoretical background on the relevant research methods and findings, with a focus on
UAS image geo-registration, the use of GCPs, and geo-registration accuracy
requirements for agricultural research; Chapter 3 describes the methods used to
achieve the objectives of this study, including a description of the image acquisition
platform, the study area, image acquisition, the establishment of GCPs, geo-registration,
and plot extraction; Chapter 4 presents the results of this study, including geo-
registration accuracies, plot extraction accuracies, and statistical analyses; Chapter 5
presents a discussion of these results, including a comparison with previous research, an
analysis of plot extraction accuracy requirements, a consideration of the limitations of
the methods applied in this study, and possibilities for future research; Chapter 6
concludes this thesis with a summary of the main findings.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Geo-Registration of UAS Imagery
UAS imagery can be geo-registered by applying automatic matching point or tie point
detection in image overlap regions, followed by Bundle Block Adjustment (BBA)
calculations to optimize estimates of camera positions and orientations needed for
image geo-registration and ortho-rectification (Colomina and Molina, 2014). For UAS
imagery, tie points are automatically detected using state-of-the-art computer vision
techniques, such as the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004). Such
techniques are robust to image distortions caused by rotation, scale, and translation,
and they can rapidly and precisely identify hundreds of tie points in image overlap
regions, thereby providing strong redundancy for BBA calculations (Turner et al., 2012).
BBA is a technique of photogrammetry that involves simultaneously estimating camera
positions and orientations for all images by relating them to the image coordinates of tie
points using a collinearity equation (Triggs et al., 2000). BBA is often implemented
through a non-linear least-squares approach (Triggs et al, 2000). Triggs et al. (2000) and
Kraus (2004/2007) provide detailed descriptions of BBA.
BBA calculations produce a 3D point cloud model of the terrain in arbitrary Cartesian
coordinates. These points correspond to the locations of the camera for photo
acquisitions and the locations of tie points in the terrain (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012). If
this point cloud is geo-registered to a map coordinate system, then it can serve as a
digital terrain model, which can be used for image geo-registration and ortho-
rectification (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012). The geo-registration accuracy of the point
cloud determines the geo-registration accuracy of the imagery.
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2.2 Image Overlap Requirements
Increasing the number of tie points increases the redundancy of BBA calculations, which
results in a more accurate and dense point cloud and consequentially a higher geo-
registration accuracy. Increasing the amount of image overlap increases the number of
automatically detected tie points. Also, tie points are more difficult to detect in poorly
textured terrain, such as vegetated areas (Lingua et al., 2009). Therefore, when planning
image acquisitions, the terrain and the amount of image overlap should be carefully
considered to ensure the required accuracy of the project can be achieved.
In general, researchers acquire lateral/forward overlaps ranging from 30%/60% to
95%/95% (Colomina and Molina, 2014). Researchers focused on generating digital
terrain models from imagery typically fly over small areas (only a couple of ha),
acquiring both nadir and oblique imagery with at least 80%/80% lateral/forward overlap
(Colomina and Molina, 2014; Harwin and Lucieer, 2012; Rosnell and Honkavaara, 2012;
Turner et al., 2012). Alternatively, researchers focused on producing imagery typically
fly over larger areas (> 10 ha) with slightly lower lateral/forward overlaps ranging from
30%/60% to around 75%/75% to avoid excessive computational loads (Douterloigne et
al., 2010; Gomez-Candon et al., 2014; Gomez-Candon et al., 2011; Lisein et al., 2013).
For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that 75%/75% lateral/forward overlap
ensures that any potential impacts of sub-optimal overlap on the conclusions of this
study are avoided.
2.3 Maximizing Geo-Registration Accuracy Using Ground Control Points
According to Kraus (2004/2007), for relatively flat terrain, the horizontal and vertical
positional accuracy of the point cloud are independent and can be treated separately.
From a practical perspective, this means that if the terrain is flat, then the horizontal
positional accuracy of the point cloud is most important for image geo-registration.
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Since the crop fields considered in this study are relatively flat, this study focuses on
using GCPs to maximize the horizontal positional accuracy of the point cloud.
The point cloud is geo-registered using both GCPs and measurements of camera
positions provided by the UAS (image geotags). Image geotags are required for geo-
registration, insofar as they provide initial estimates of camera positions needed for BBA
calculations (Colomina and Molina, 2014; Lisein et al., 2013). Although it is possible to
geo-register the point cloud by relying exclusively on image geotags, this is not
recommended since it typically results in a low geo-registration accuracy.
Typically at least 3 GCPs are recommended for establishing a reliable relationship
between image and map coordinates. This is because, in theory, 3 control points are
sufficient to define the differences in scale, position, and orientation that relate two
coordinate systems. However, this is an oversimplification of the relationship between
the coordinate system of the point cloud and map coordinates. The point cloud is
originally defined based on tie points between many images. Therefore, geo-registering
the point cloud is equivalent to geo-registering many image coordinate systems to a
single map coordinate system.
Despite the large number of images that need to be geo-registered, only a small number
of GCPs are needed to achieve a high geo-registration accuracy. This is because GCPs are
typically measured much more accurately than image geotags, so they are given much
greater weight in geo-registration calculations (Colomina and Molina, 2014; Lisein et al.,
2013). Also, the tie point network and BBA calculations effectively extend the impact of
individual GCPs to broader areas (Kraus, 2004/2007).
Although areas with GCPs are linked to areas without GCPs, as the distance from the
nearest GCP increases, geo-registration accuracy decreases (Kraus, 2004/2007). Because
of this limitation, individual GCPs do not necessarily impact the geo-registration
accuracy of the entire point cloud. According to Douterloigne et al. (2010), adding a
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single GCP pulls the point cloud towards the correct location near that GCP, but parts of
the point cloud far away from the GCP still rely primarily on image geotags for
positioning, so they may retain relatively large errors. Therefore, the spatial
configuration of the GCPs, in addition to the quantity, is important in determining their
impact on geo-registration accuracy. A proper spatial configuration of GCPs should be
implemented such that the collective impact of the GCPs is maximized and thus, the
number of GCPs required to achieve a given geo-registration accuracy is minimized.
Studies in photogrammetry have provided guidance regarding spatial configurations of
GCPs. In the case of imagery of flat terrain with at least 25%/60% lateral/forward
overlap acquired by manned aircraft in multiple, stable flight lines, Kraus (2004/2007)
suggests that placing GCPs on the perimeter of a scene is the most effective way to
maximize horizontal positional accuracy. To support this claim, Kraus highlights
theoretical works by Ackermann (1966), which demonstrate that horizontal positional
errors are expected to be largest near the edges of the scene and placing GCPs at these
edges is the most effective strategy for reducing horizontal positional errors throughout
the entire scene. Ackermann’s work also showed that including additional GCPs in the
interior of the scene does not significantly improve horizontal positional accuracy. Kraus
suggests that these theoretical results hold true regardless of the size of the scene and
even for somewhat irregular flight lines and image overlaps.
UAS imagery is often acquired in very irregular flight lines with widely varying amounts
of image overlap. This could mean that the theoretical analyses discussed by Kraus may
not apply to UAS imagery. In addition, these analyses are based on manually measured
tie points in the corners of each image rather than automatically detected tie points.
Therefore, they do not account for potential impacts of the terrain on the ability to
automatically detect tie points and accurately reconstruct the scene. Because of these
limitations, the guidelines set forth by Kraus will require re-evaluation for UAS imagery.
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Only a few studies have tested the impacts of different spatial configurations of GCPs on
the geo-registration accuracy of point clouds derived from UAS imagery. Harwin and
Lucieer (2012) setup many GCPs throughout a small (2 ha) scene and assessed the
impact of using different spatial configurations of GCPs on the geo-registration accuracy
of the point cloud. Based on their results, they recommend distributing GCPs as
uniformly as possible throughout the scene, especially where terrain relief displacement
is greatest; however their recommendations are intended for maintaining both high
horizontal and vertical positional accuracy. It might still be the case that including GCPs
in the interior of the scene is unnecessary when the primary goal is to achieve high
horizontal positional accuracy for image geo-registration.
2.4 Obtaining Ground Control Points for UAS Imagery of Crop Fields
Traditionally, GCPs have been obtained from base maps, natural and man-made
landmarks, and pre-existing geo-registered imagery; however, in crop fields or other
areas with indistinct terrain such resources are often unavailable. One solution is to
distribute highly visible artificial targets throughout the study area and record their map
coordinates (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012).
So far, the design and implementation of such targets has been ad hoc, depending
primarily on the image resolution and the number of targets needed. For example,
orange circular disks, white reflective hexagonal tarps, colored rectangular tarps,
painted crosshairs, and various other designs have been tested (Chiabrando et al., 2011;
Douterloigne et al., 2010; Gomez-Candon et al., 2014; Gomez-Candon et al., 2011;
Harwin and Lucieer, 2012; Niethammer et al., 2012; Turner et al., 2012; Vericat et al.,
2009; Weber et al., 2008). In the cited studies, target sizes have ranged from 0.03 m2 to
4.00 m2. They have been deployed in numbers ranging from 11 to 199, depending on
the size of the study area and the required geo-registration accuracy (Gomez-Candon et
al., 2014; Gomez-Candon et al., 2011; Niethammer et al., 2012).
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It is important to recognize that these targets must be identified as tie points in the
imagery for them to exist in the point cloud and be usable as GCPs. This can be
accomplished by manually measuring the image coordinates of the targets in every
image in which they appear, but this can be a time-consuming process. In some cases,
researchers have designed targets that can be automatically detected and matched in
the imagery. For example, Gomez-Candon et al. (2011) and Harwin and Lucieer (2012)
used colored targets and color thresholding to automatically locate target centroids. The
centroid is a suitable metric for automated target positioning, since it is robust to
rotation, scale, and other distortions.
There are various ways to obtain the map coordinates of the GCPs. They are not
measured directly. Instead, GPS coordinates are measured and these are converted into
map coordinates using an appropriate type of map projection. GPS coordinates are
typically expressed in the form of a latitude, longitude, and an altitude with respect to
some reference height (such as a height above a reference ellipsoid for the Earth’s
shape). Map coordinates are typically expressed as an easting, northing, and an altitude
with respect to some reference height (such as a height above mean sea level). It is
important to recognize that GPS coordinates are defined based on a datum, which is a
set of regional control points that are regularly maintained to ensure that the
coordinate system remains well defined over time. The types of map projections that
can be applied to a specific type of GPS coordinates depend on the datum that was used
to define the GPS coordinates. The appropriate map projection depends on the region in
which the coordinates are measured and the intended use of the coordinates.
In the cited studies, GPS coordinates were recorded with differential GPS (DGPS)
equipment using either the Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) or Total Station (TS) approach,
with horizontal and vertical accuracies approaching 1 cm and 2 cm, respectively
(Colomina and Molina, 2014). Harwin and Lucieer (2012) found that RTK and TS
measurements only differed by up to 40 mm, even though the RTK approach required
15
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significantly less effort. The RTK approach is more practical when reliable network
corrections are available and slightly lower accuracy is acceptable.
2.5 Geo-Registration Errors
To assess geo-registration accuracy, a fraction of the targets must be designated as
checkpoints. This is necessary because BBA calculations attempt a least squares fit to
GCP locations. Therefore, GCP residuals are an indication of BBA solution precision,
rather than absolute positional error. Checkpoints are carried through BBA calculations
and therefore, discrepancies at checkpoints can be considered to be measurements of
absolute positional error (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012). Point measurements are an
appropriate means of assessing positional accuracy when precise, spatially-continuous
ground reference data, such as previously existing high-resolution digital terrain models,
are unavailable (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012).
There are random and systematic errors in geo-registration (Buiten and van Putten,
1997). Systematic errors can be further classified as local or global. For example,
geometric distortions of small features caused by incorrect tie points can be considered
local errors, while overall biases in point cloud position, orientation, and scale can be
considered global errors.
Both random and systematic errors can be quantified by analyzing discrepancies at
checkpoints. These discrepancies are typically expressed in terms of the Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012). The average RMSE in the X, Y, and Z
direction are considered to be indicators of global positional accuracy (Harwin and
Lucieer, 2012; Buiten and van Putten, 1997). The horizontal RMSE is defined as the
square root of the sum of the squares of the RMSE in the X and Y directions. The
horizontal RMSE is considered to be a metric of the global positional accuracy in the
horizontal direction and therefore it is an appropriate metric of geo-registration
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accuracy for the purposes of this study (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012; Buiten and van
Putten, 1997). Statistical analysis of discrepancies at checkpoints can also help quantify
random errors and identify potential directional biases or blunders when they occur
(Buiten and van Putten, 1997). Finally, Gomez-Candon et al. (2014) point out that the
accuracy of the GCP measurements should also be incorporated in error assessments,
although most omit this relatively small portion of the error budget.
Ultimately, the geo-registration accuracy is limited to the accuracy of the control point
measurements (Colomina and Molina, 2014). Using a small number of GCPs, researchers
have achieved horizontal RMSE values ranging from 0.03 m to 1.50 m (Douterloigne et
al., 2010; Harwin and Lucieer, 2012; Küng et al., 2012; Turner et al., 2012). For example,
for a 45 ha area, Douterloigne et al. (2010) demonstrated that using only 4 GCPs
resulted in a horizontal RMSE of approximately 0.2 m. These studies suggest that
increasing the number of GCPs reduces the horizontal RMSE to values approaching the
accuracy of the GCP measurements.
Based on the cited studies it appears that GCPs (excluding checkpoints) enable sub-
meter horizontal RMSEwhen deployed in spatial densities on the order of 0.1 GCPs per
ha. However, in addition to being dependent on the configuration of the GCPs, the
results of these studies may also be impacted by the amount of image overlap as well as
the terrain relief and texture (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012). More GCPs may be needed to
achieve high geo-registration accuracies when working with sub-optimal image overlap
over poorly textured terrain.
2.6 Geo-Registration Accuracy Requirements for Agricultural Research
None of the reviewed studies reported on geo-registration accuracy requirements for
automated extraction of plots from imagery of crop fields with complex planting
schemes. It appears that this is a relatively new and highly specific topic of research that
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has not yet been thoroughly investigated. However, many studies consider accuracy
requirements with regards to more general applications in agriculture.
According to Gomez-Candon et al. (2011), for imagery to be applied in agriculture, it
must have a pixel width of less than 1.5 m and be geo-registered to within 2 m accuracy.
They indicate that errors greater than 2 m would be unacceptable for establishing site-
specific prescription maps for variable rate application of fertilizers or pesticides. Larger
errors would need to be accounted for by adding a “geographic buffer zone” of a width
proportional to the horizontal RMSE around targeted fields. In addition to hindering the
production of accurate prescription maps, Gomez-Candon et al. (2014) indicate that
geo-registration errors can lead to crop row misalignments that affect analysis.
Weber et al. (2008) found that when working with high-resolution imagery, geo-
registration errors between ground validation sites and corresponding pixel coordinates
can significantly impact errors in classification studies, especially when classification
targets are small and patchy. For example, for a classification of small blue tarps
distributed throughout a vegetated field, they demonstrated that reducing the
horizontal RMSE from approximately 1.5 m to 0.2 m led to an improvement in
classification accuracy (the producer’s accuracy) from 37.5% to 100%. These results are
consistent with their broader suggestion that reliable image classification requires geo-
registration errors within half of the pixel width.
Since applications of UAS imagery are still being developed, positional accuracy
requirements remain unclear. For example, Gomez-Candon et al. (2014) speculate that
weeds could be differentiated from row crops based on their off-row locations. In
theory, this type of classification could be automated based on the map coordinates of
the rows, but the success of this approach would depend on the geo-registration
accuracy of the imagery.
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This study explores positional accuracy requirements by varying both the number and
spatial configuration of GCPs to simulate the effect of GCPs on two properties; 1) the
geo-registration accuracy of the imagery, and 2) the accuracy of automatic plot
extraction based on map coordinates. This will help quantify geo-registration accuracy
requirements for future applications of UAS imagery in crop management and crop




3.1 Image Acquisition Platform
The image acquisition platform used for this study was a small fixed-wing UAS that may
be equipped with a NikonTM 1-J1 visual camera, a TetracamTM multispectral camera that
detects visible and near-infrared (NIR) light, or a FLIRTM Tau-1 thermal camera. The UAS
has a 1.5 m wingspan and a maximum takeoff weight of approximately 2.3 kg, which
allows a flight time of up to 20 minutes. It flies at an altitude of approximately 100 m,
acquiring visual, multispectral, and thermal imagery at 3, 6, and 14 cm/pixel resolutions,
respectively. It navigates using an autopilot, although a pilot may use a remote control
to take full or assisted control. When wind speeds are below 7 m/s the UAS can cover
approximately 20 ha in a single flight, acquiring imagery at 60%/60% lateral/forward
overlap. Due to limitations of the autopilot and camera triggering system, multiple
overpasses are required to obtain higher image overlap. The imagery may be
downloaded from SD cards post flight. During flight, the elapsed time and the position
of the UAS are recorded continuously by a clock, a GPS receiver, and a barometric
altitude sensor. An onboard microcomputer uses these data to derive image geotags,
which are written to a text file that may be downloaded from a micro-SD card post flight.
The rated horizontal accuracy of the GPS receiver is 2 m, which means that the
horizontal accuracy of the image geotags is on the order of 2 m. The UAS also records its
orientation angles, but these data are not precise and they are recorded with respect to





The study area is approximately 5 ha of soybean fields at the Agronomy Center for
Research and Education in West Lafayette, IN, which is operated by the Department of
Agronomy at Purdue University (Figure 4). A GPS-guided precision plot planter was used
to plant rows of soybean with a north-to-south orientation and uniform spacing to
minimize mutual shadowing, following the planting scheme described previously. The
location experiences limited topographic variability, with less than 1 m of elevation
change across the entire field. The indistinct, poorly-textured terrain necessitates the
acquisition of high image overlap to detect a sufficient number of tie points for
successful BBA calculations and image geo-registration.





Imagery was acquired on five afternoons at an approximately weekly time interval
starting shortly after seedling emergence at the beginning of the growing season (June
5th, 13th, 25th, and July 3rd and 17th, 2014). These image sets are designated as D1
through D5. At the time of image acquisition, the multispectral and thermal cameras
were not yet fully operational. Because of this, only a limited amount of multispectral
and thermal imagery was acquired. Due to the limited availability, data from these
sensors could not be used for this study. Visual imagery of at least 75%/75%
lateral/forward overlap was obtained through three overpasses on each day of flights.
Image geotags were obtained for every flight. Due to their poor quality and missing
values, image geotags required refinement through iterative BBA calculations.
3.4 Ground Control Points
Sixteen artificial targets were constructed and deployed at designated locations in the
field before image acquisition (Figure 5). Eleven of these targets are along the perimeter
of the field of interest, while the remaining 5 are in the interior. These targets were
spatially distributed as uniformly as possible throughout the field of interest while being
restricted to border plot locations.
Figure 5. A geo-registered image mosaic of the study area. 16 GCP locations are
numbered and circled in red.
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Each target was constructed with a 0.79 m by 0.79 m square of white felt fabric fixed to
a wooden frame and bordered on all sides by 0.95 m of black landscape fabric (Figure 6).
The wooden frames provide support for a pole to be fixed beneath the center of each
target and inserted into a pipe buried in the ground at a precisely measured location so
that each target’s position is known and repeatable throughout the growing season. The
black landscape fabric is fastened in place using string and stakes to prevent it from
moving with the wind.
Figure 6. Photo of GCP target design deployed in the field.
Because of the materials used in their construction, these targets exhibit high contrast
in visible, multispectral, and thermal imagery (Figure 7). The white fabric has a high NIR
reflectance and low passive solar heating, while the black fabric has low NIR reflectance




Figure 7. GCP targets in (A) visible, (B) green, (C) blue, (D) red, (E) NIR, and (F) thermal
images.
The GPS coordinates of the target midpoints were recorded with 2 cm horizontal
accuracy and 4 cm vertical accuracy using a TOPCONTM RTK-DGPS receiver and network
corrections from the Indiana Department of Transportation Continuously Operating
Reference Stations. These GPS coordinates are based on the NAD1983 datum, and they
were converted into map coordinates using the map projection corresponding to
Indiana Zone West in the State Plane Coordinate System. Height corrections were
applied to these map coordinates depending on how high the targets needed to be
elevated on each day of flights to avoid damaging surrounding crops. A Python script
was written to automatically identify the image coordinates of all target centroids in the
imagery. These image coordinates, along with their corresponding map coordinates, are
written to a text file that can be directly incorporated in the image processing workflow.
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3.5 Software and Computing Resources
Pix4DmapperTM software (Pix4DTM) was used to implement automatic tie point
detection, BBA calculations, geo-registration, ortho-rectification, and mosaicking of the
imagery. It provides tools for visualization and analysis of the imagery and the
associated point cloud in a 3D CAD environment. GCPs can be imported from a text file,
and the RMSE and other image quality metrics are automatically calculated for the
resulting image mosaic. ENVITM, MatlabTM, Python, SASTM, R, and Microsoft ExcelTM were
also used for data visualization, programming, and statistical analysis.
The computer labs in the Purdue University Department of Agricultural and Biological
Engineering were used for processing jobs in Pix4DmapperTM. When run on these
computers, a single job required approximately 7 to 9 hours to complete. Since
Pix4DmapperTM is fully automated, it was run overnight to avoid interference with other
computing needs. The department also provided sufficient storage space and file
transfer tools for data management.
3.6 Geo-Registration
For imagery from each day of flights, geo-registration was performed using 0 to 6 GCPs.
These are considered to be reasonable numbers of GCPs from a logistical standpoint.
Situations with 0 to 2 GCPs are included in the analysis to provide a reference for
quantifying how much the geo-registration accuracy is improved when using more GCPs.
For higher numbers of GCPs, specifically 3 to 6 GCPs, uniform and perimeter spatial
configurations within the field are evaluated. Each number and configuration of GCPs is
tested using four different selections of the 16 available targets, resulting in a total of
175 geo-registered image mosaics (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Geo-registration scheme for each day of flights (D1 to D5). One set of geo-
registrations is completed for scenarios with 0 to 2 GCPs, while for scenarios with 3 to 6
GCPs, both uniform (U) and perimeter (P) configurations are evaluated using four
different selections of GCPs (S1 to S4). This results in 35 geo-registered image mosaics
per day of flights, for a total of 175 geo-registrations.
It was impractical and unnecessary to test all possible selections of GCPs in this study.
This is because each geo-registration required hours to complete, and some selections
of GCPs are obviously nonsensical (for example, GCPs clustered in a corner of the field).
Instead, only selections of GCPs that followed specific, reasonable criteria were tested.
This enabled a drastic reduction in computation time and a simplification of data
analysis without significant loss in the meaning or reliability of the data.
Selections of GCPs were only tested if they were: 1) centered on the field of interest,
and 2) sufficiently well spread across the field in terms of spatial location. To meet the
first criterion, along both coordinate axes the centroid of the map coordinates of the
GCPs had to be within one standard deviation of the centroid of all map coordinates
within the field of interest. To meet the second criterion, along both coordinate axes the
standard deviation of the map coordinates of the GCPs had to be at least half of the
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standard deviation of all map coordinates within the field of interest. These criteria
were sufficient to ensure that only reasonable selections of GCPs were tested.
The remaining selections of GCPs were further narrowed down to those representing
uniform and perimeter spatial configurations. Selections of GCPs were considered to be
in a perimeter configuration if all of their GCPs were positioned along the perimeter of
the field of interest. In contrast, selections of GCPs were considered to be in a uniform
configuration if less than half of their GCPs were on the perimeter of the field of interest.
These criteria ensured that uniform and perimeter configurations were significantly
different from each other. In addition, for a given number of GCPs in a given
configuration, selections of GCPs were only tested if they shared less than half of their
GCPs with any other tested selections of GCPs. This ensured that for each number and
configuration of GCPs, only significantly different selections of GCPs were tested.
These criteria limited the number of testable selections of GCPs to reasonable,
significantly different, and representative selections of GCPs in uniform and perimeter
configurations. From these remaining selections, for each number and configuration of
GCPs, only 1 set of 4 selections of GCPs was randomly selected for testing. This was
done to simplify data analysis and restrict the total number of geo-registrations to 175,
which was feasible given the available computing resources and the time frame for this
study. For example, Figure 9 illustrates the four selections of GCPs that were used to
represent the full population of 5 GCPs in uniform and perimeter spatial configurations
that could have been tested in this study. The inability to test all reasonable selections
of GCPs is considered a limitation of this study. It is assumed that enough selections of
GCPs were tested such that the conclusions of this study are not sensitive to this
limitation.
For every geo-registration, the RMSE in the X, Y, and Z directions are automatically
calculated and exported by Pix4Dmapper. The X and Y RMSE values were converted into
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horizontal RMSE values. These data were used to quantify the relationship between the
number and spatial configuration of GCPs and the geo-registration accuracy.
Figure 9. Four representative subsets of 5 GCPs selected for analysis for both the uniform
and perimeter configurations.
3.7 Plot Extraction
To assess the accuracy of automated plot extraction, 20 test plots were selected for plot
extraction simulations (Figure 10). These plots were evenly spread across the field of
interest in terms of their spatial locations. This ensures that their plot extraction
accuracies adequately represent the potential range of accuracies that can be expected
throughout the field of interest. They were also located as far as possible from the
targets, which ensures that they were far from any targets that were used as GCPs.




Figure 10. Approximate locations of the 20 test plots used for plot extraction simulations.
Map coordinates for the corners of each plot were obtained from a single base image
mosaic from the first day of flights. Relying on a base image produced early in the
growing season is a reasonable way to obtain the map coordinates of the corners of the
plots, as long as the plots are well-defined in the image and it is accurately geo-
registered. In this study, the base image was geo-registered using 5 GCPs in a perimeter
configuration, and it had the lowest horizontal RMSE of all image mosaics in this study.
The fact that the base image was not geo-registered using all 16 GCPs may be
considered a shortcoming of the methods applied in this study, since it might have been
more accurately geo-registered. It is assumed that the map coordinates obtained from
this base image are sufficiently accurate so that any reductions in plot extraction
accuracy associated with inaccuracies in these coordinates are negligibly small.
Automated plot extraction involves converting the map coordinates of the corners of
each plot, expressed as an easting ( ) and northing ( ), into their corresponding image
coordinates in each image mosaic, expressed as a pixel column ( ) and row ( ). This was
done by applying six affine transformation parameters, labelled as through and ,
through , according to Equations 1 and 2.= + + (1)= + + (2)
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Each geo-registered image mosaic has a corresponding world file. The appropriate affine
transformation parameters for each image mosaic are derived from numeric values
available in this world file. A standard world file lists six numeric values, through ,
line by line. These numeric values are used to calculate the affine transformation







Extracted polygons were obtained for all 20 test plots in image mosaics for all days of
flights geo-registered using all combinations of GCPs in the perimeter configuration sets
(Figure 11). As will be discussed later, the perimeter configuration achieved the lowest
horizontal RMSE and has several other advantages over the uniform configuration,
which is why it is the focus of analysis. This resulted in a total of 1900 plot extractions




Figure 11. Plot extraction scheme for each day of flights (D1 to D5). Twenty plots were
extracted from imagery geo-registered with 0 to 2 GCPs and perimeter (P) configurations
of 3 to 6 GCPs represented by 4 selections of GCPs (S1 to S4). This resulted in 380 plot
extractions per day, for a total of 1900.
Reference polygons for all 1900 plot extractions were measured through a combination
of manual measurements and patch-matching. This involved manually measuring the
image coordinates of the corners of all 20 plots in one image mosaic from each day of
flights, for a total of 100 manual reference polygon measurements (400 manual corner
measurements). These coordinates were used to extract patches of image data
centered on each manually-measured plot corner. Each patch was 101 pixels by 101
pixels in size, since this captured a sufficient amount of image texture for accurate
matching. A patch-matching technique was used to automatically locate these same plot
corners in all other image mosaics from each day of flights. This involved an exhaustive
search for the patches in each image mosaic that had the lowest sum of squared
differences of pixel values with the corresponding patches obtained from manual
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measurements. The search for matching patches was accelerated by using the corners
of the extracted polygons as a starting point. This implementation of patch-matching
was effective because the image data around the corners of each plot remained nearly
unchanged in images from the same days of flights that were geo-registered differently.
The accuracy of the reference polygon measurements obtained by patch-matching was
validated by visually inspecting images of every reference polygon and confirming that
the accuracy of each reference polygon could not be improved through manual re-
measurement. Only a few of the reference polygons obtained through patch-matching
required manual re-measurement. Thus, 100 manual reference polygon measurements
were extended to 1900 reference polygon measurements.
Extracted polygons and reference polygons are defined as generic 4-sided polygons
rather than rectangles as this makes it possible to accommodate slight differences in
orientation, scale, and other distortions in the imagery, in addition to positional shifts
(Figure 12). The plot extraction accuracy is determined by calculating the area of overlap
between the reference polygon and the extracted polygon and dividing this by the area
of the reference polygon. The plot extraction accuracy is expressed as a percentage.
Figure 12. Examples of a plot extracted from imagery that was geo-registered using 2
GCPs (A, 25% accuracy) and 4 GCPs (B, 97% accuracy). The reference polygon and the
extracted polygon are outlined in blue and red, respectively. The area successfully





Without GCPs, the baseline geo-registration accuracy of the mosaicked image is on the
order of 1 m to 5 m. This is roughly consistent with the expected accuracy of the image
geotags. The horizontal RMSE for all GCP sets and image acquisition days ranged from
4.57 m to 0.08 m. In general, the horizontal RMSE decreases as the number of GCPs is
increased (Figure 13). The horizontal RMSE decreases from multiple meters to tenths of
a meter when transitioning from sets with 0 to 2 GCPs to sets with 3 or more GCPs. This
suggests that at least 3 GCPs are required to achieve high positional accuracy.
Figure 13. Horizontal RMSE values for imagery from 5 days of flights geo-registered with


























When focusing on 3 to 6 GCPs, it appears that perimeter configurations tend to result in
lower horizontal RMSE values than uniform configurations (Figure 14). The differences
between uniform and perimeter configurations are partly obscured by differences in
baseline accuracies across flight dates related to variations in image geotag accuracy,
image overlap, and other factors. Despite these considerations, horizontal RMSE values
are grouped across flight dates by the number and configuration of GCPs and statistical
tests are performed to detect significant differences in performance.
Figure 14. Horizontal RMSE values with 3 to 6 GCPs in uniform and perimeter spatial
configurations.
To identify appropriate statistical procedures, it is necessary to carefully consider the
meaning of the data and it how it may be randomly distributed. In this case, the
horizontal RMSE corresponds to point measurements of positional accuracy in image
mosaics that are stitched together using complex techniques. These positional errors
are random and systematic, as well as local and global in scope. The horizontal RMSE is a
simple summary statistic that makes it possible to analyze these complex data in a
straightforward manner, but that does not mean that it can be modeled as though it has






















Histograms, normal quantile plots, and boxplots of horizontal RMSE values for uniform
and perimeter configurations of 3 to 6 GCPs provide further insight into the distributions
of these data (Figures 15 through 18). In general, the histograms indicate that the
distributions of horizontal RMSE values for uniform and perimeter configurations are
similar in shape. The boxplots indicate that there are multiple data points that could be
considered outliers. It has been confirmed that these outlying data points were correctly
processed and therefore they are not omitted from analysis. Non-linearity in the normal
quantile plots suggests that these data are not normally distributed. Deviations from
normality, as well as the need to retain outliers in this analysis promote the use of
robust non-parametric tests. Such tests do not require the assumption that the data fits
any particular theoretical distribution, and they can afford greater flexibility with
regards to dealing with outliers.
The Wilcoxon Rank Sum test was selected for comparing horizontal RMSE values for
different numbers and spatial configurations of GCPs. This non-parametric test is
considered to be nearly as effective at detecting significant differences in population
means as its parametric counterparts, including the t-test, and it can be more effective
when data are highly non-normal (Devore, 2012; Montgomery, 2007). This test assumes
that the distributions being compared have similar shapes and only differ by a shift in
position. Note that this test does not require the distributions to be symmetric, since it
focuses on differences between distributions of similar shape. The assumptions required
for this test appear to be well satisfied by these data.
The Wilcoxon Rank Sum test achieves some robustness to outliers by performing a rank
transformation on the data being compared. The tradeoff is that this discards some
information by transforming actual values into ranks, thereby reducing the likelihood of
detecting significant differences. Fortunately there appear to be strongly significant
differences in the distributions of these data.
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Figure 15. Histograms, normal quantile plots, and a boxplot of horizontal RMSE values
calculated for all sets with 3 GCPs in uniform and perimeter spatial configurations. There
are 20 data points per configuration.
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Figure 16. Histograms, normal quantile plots, and a boxplot of horizontal RMSE values
calculated for all sets with 4 GCPs in uniform and perimeter spatial configurations. There
are 20 data points per configuration.
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Figure 17. Histograms, normal quantile plots, and a boxplot of horizontal RMSE values
calculated for all sets with 5 GCPs in uniform and perimeter spatial configurations. There
are 20 data points per configuration.
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Figure 18. Histograms, normal quantile plots, and a boxplot of horizontal RMSE values
calculated for all sets with 6 GCPs in uniform and perimeter spatial configurations. There
are 20 data points per configuration.
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A series of hypothesis tests are performed to compare the mean horizontal RMSE of
uniform and perimeter configurations of GCPs. All hypothesis tests in this study are 1-
sided and associated P-values are provided. A significance level (α) of 0.01 was used to
determine the test results, since this is a commonly used significance level that indicates
strong statistical significance. First, uniform and perimeter configurations of the same
number of GCPs are compared. In this case, for a given number of GCPs (X), the
hypothesis is formulated as follows: The mean horizontal RMSE of X GCPs in perimeter
configurations is less than the mean horizontal RMSE of X GCPs in uniform
configurations. Summary statistics related to these tests are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary statistics for the comparison of horizontal RMSE values for uniform
and perimeter configurations of 3 to 6 GCPs.
Number of GCPs (X) 3 4 5 6
1-Sided P-Value 0.0603 <0.0001 0.0001 <0.0001




Uniform 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.18




Uniform 0.23 0.22 0.15 0.19




Uniform 0.36 0.35 0.27 0.30
Perimeter 0.29 0.21 0.18 0.16
1“True” indicates that the mean horizontal RMSE is significantly lower for perimeter
configurations of X GCPs.
When X is greater than 3, the hypothesis is found to be true; the mean horizontal RMSE
for X GCPs in perimeter configurations is lower than the mean horizontal RMSE for X
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GCPs in uniform configurations. For 4, 5, and 6 GCPs, the estimates of the mean
horizontal RMSE are lower for perimeter configurations by 0.06 m, 0.05 m, and 0.06 m,
respectively. In addition, the range of horizontal RMSE values and the maximum
horizontal RMSE are always lower for perimeter configurations. This shows that for a
given number of GCPs, perimeter configurations are superior to uniform configurations
with regards to minimizing the horizontal RMSE.
It is even possible to show that a smaller number of GCPs in a perimeter configuration
can result in a lower mean horizontal RMSE than a larger number of GCPs in a uniform
configuration. In this case, for Y < X, the following hypothesis is tested: The mean
horizontal RMSE of Y GCPs in perimeter configurations is lower than the mean
horizontal RMSE of X GCPs in uniform configurations. Summary statistics related to
these tests are presented in Table 2.
Four GCPs in perimeter configurations results in a lower mean horizontal RMSE than 5
and 6 GCPs in uniform configurations and the corresponding estimates of the mean
horizontal RMSE are lower for perimeter configurations by 0.04 m and 0.05 m,
respectively. Again, the range of horizontal RMSE values and the maximum horizontal
RMSE are lower for perimeter configurations. Overall, these results show that perimeter
configurations of GCPs result in lower mean horizontal RMSE values than uniform
configurations, to the extent that a smaller number of GCPs in a perimeter configuration
can result in a lower mean horizontal RMSE than a larger number of GCPs in a uniform
configuration. Therefore, perimeter configurations are superior to uniform




Table 2. Summary statistics for the comparison of mean horizontal RMSE values for 4
GCPs in perimeter configurations with 5 and 6 GCPs in uniform configurations.
Number of GCPs in Uniform Configuration (X) 5 6
Number of GCPs in Perimeter Configuration (Y) 4 4
1-Sided P-Value 0.0001 <0.0001
Test Result (a = 0.01) True1 True
Mean Horizontal RMSE (m)
Uniform 0.17 0.18
Perimeter 0.13 0.13
Range In Horizontal RMSE (m)
Uniform 0.15 0.19
Perimeter 0.12 0.12
Maximum Horizontal RMSE (m)
Uniform 0.27 0.30
Perimeter 0.21 0.21
1“True” indicates that the mean horizontal RMSE of Y GCPs in perimeter configurations is
significantly lower than the mean horizontal RMSE of X GCPs in uniform configurations.
Further statistical tests focus on identifying a recommended number of GCPs for
minimizing the horizontal RMSE. It is reasonable to assume that the mean horizontal
RMSE either decreases or does not change as the number of GCPs is increased.
Therefore, a recommended number of GCPs can be identified through a series of
hypothesis tests that compare mean horizontal RMSE values for successive numbers of
GCPs. The goal is to identify when increasing the number of GCPs no longer results in a
significant decrease in the mean horizontal RMSE. In this case, for X GCPs and Y = X + 1
GCPs, the hypothesis is formulated as follows: The mean horizontal RMSE of Y GCPs in
perimeter configurations is lower than the mean horizontal RMSE of X GCPs in
perimeter configurations. The results of these tests are presented in Table 3.
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Increasing the number of GCPs in perimeter configurations from 3 to 4 results in a
significant decrease in the mean horizontal RMSE. However, using more than 4 GCPs
does not result in any further significant reductions in the mean horizontal RMSE.
Therefore, with regards to minimizing the horizontal RMSE, it is reasonable to
recommend using 4 GCPs in a perimeter configuration. At this number of GCPs, the
estimated mean horizontal RMSE, the range of horizontal RMSE values, and the
maximum horizontal RMSE are 0.13 m, 0.12 m, and 0.21 m, respectively. The
significance of these results becomes clearer when they are considered in the context of
enabling automated plot extraction based on map coordinates.
Table 3. Statistical test results for comparisons of mean horizontal RMSE values for
successive numbers of GCPs in perimeter configurations.
Number of GCPs In Perimeter
Configuration (X) 3 4 5
Number of GCPs In Perimeter
Configuration (Y) 4 5 6
1-Sided P-Value <0.0001 0.2734 0.3997
Test Result (a = 0.01) True1 False False
1“True” indicates that the mean horizontal RMSE of Y GCPs in perimeter configurations is
lower than the mean horizontal RMSE of X GCPs in perimeter configurations.
4.2 Plot Extraction Results
There is a strong relationship between the plot extraction accuracy and the number of
GCPs. The plot extraction accuracy tends to increase as the number of GCPs is increased
(Figure 19). Geo-registration with 0 to 2 GCPs does not ensure accurate plot extraction,
as accuracies range from 0% to 99%. The plot extraction accuracy increases and the
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range of plot extraction accuracies becomes smaller once 3 or more GCPs are used. This
is consistent with the observation that the horizontal RMSE decreases once 3 or more
GCPs are used for geo-registration. Improvements in plot extraction accuracy are less
substantial once the number of GCPs is greater than or equal to 4, which is consistent
with the observation that 4 GCPs are sufficient to minimize the horizontal RMSE.
Figure 19. Extraction accuracies for 20 plots extracted from image mosaics from each
day of flights, geo-registered with 0-2 GCPs and perimeter configurations of 3-6 GCPs.
Of particular interest is that although plot extraction accuracies approaching 100% are
not uncommon, the analysis results support the supposition that it may not be possible
to guarantee plot extraction accuracies above approximately 70% using between 3 and
6 GCPs. This is something that can be better quantified using statistical analyses, so plot
extraction accuracies from different days are grouped by the number of GCPs and the


























Histograms, normal quantile plots, and boxplots are used to visualize the distributions of
these data (Figure 20). The histograms indicate that these distributions are strongly
skewed towards high plot extraction accuracies and have similar shapes. The boxplots
show that there are a small number of potential outliers. It was verified that these
outliers correspond to correctly processed data points, so they are retained in this
analysis. Non-linearity in the normal quantile plots indicates that these data are not
normally distributed, which promotes the use of non-parametric tests. For these
reasons, Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests were used to compare mean plot extraction
accuracies for different numbers of GCPs
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Figure 20. Histograms, normal quantile plots, and a boxplot of plot extraction accuracies
calculated for all sets with 3 to 6 GCPs in perimeter spatial configurations. There are 380
data points per number of GCPs.
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For the purposes of this analysis, it is reasonable to assume that increasing the number
of GCPs either increases or does not change the mean plot extraction accuracy, so
statistical tests focus on identifying a recommended number of GCPs in a perimeter
configuration for maximizing the plot extraction accuracy. Mean plot extraction
accuracies for successive numbers of GCPs are compared through a series of hypothesis
tests. The goal is to identify when increasing the number of GCPs no longer results in a
significant increase in the mean plot extraction accuracy. In this case, for X GCPs and Y =
X + 1 GCPs, the hypothesis is formulated as follows: The mean plot extraction accuracy
of Y GCPs in perimeter configurations is higher than the mean plot extraction accuracy
of X GCPs in perimeter configurations. The results of these tests are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Statistical test results for the comparison of mean plot extraction accuracies for
successive numbers of GCPs in perimeter configurations.
Number of GCPs (X) 3 4 5
Number of GCPs (Y) 4 5 6
1-Sided P-Value 0.0511 0.3345 0.0390
Test Result (a = 0.01) False1 False False
1“False” indicates that the null hypothesis that the mean plot extraction accuracy of X
GCPs in perimeter configurations is either equal to or greater than the mean plot
extraction accuracy of Y GCPs in perimeter configurations cannot be rejected at a
significance level of 0.01.
No significant increases in the mean plot extraction accuracy were found for successive
numbers of GCPs ranging from 3 to 6; however these data clearly show that the plot
extraction accuracy is substantially improved when transitioning from 2 to 3 GCPs.
Therefore, based on these results it is reasonable to conclude that at least 3 GCPs are
needed for high plot extraction accuracy. Other summary statistics provide further
insights into potential differences in plot extraction accuracies for 3 to 6 GCPs (Table 5).
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Table 5. Summary statistics for plot extraction accuracies when perimeter configurations













3 93 78 64
4 92 80 48
5 92 81 73
6 93 81 75
When 3 to 6 GCPs are used for geo-registration, the mean plot extraction accuracy and 5%
quantile plot extraction accuracy remain fixed at approximately 92% and 80%,
respectively. The minimum plot extraction accuracy exhibits notable changes as the
number of GCPs is increased. With the exception of the transition from 3 to 4 GCPs, the
minimum plot extraction accuracy increases as the number of GCPs is increased. Sets
with 3 and 4 GCPs are found to have relatively low minimum plot extraction accuracies
of 64% and 48%, respectively. It is important to recognize that if one plot is extracted
with low accuracy, then it is likely that nearby plots will also be extracted with low
accuracy, since local positional errors in imagery tend to persist over small spatial ranges.
Therefore, low plot extraction accuracies should not be thought of as rare outliers, but
rather as important statistics that could potentially indicate larger problems. Despite
this concern, based on these results it is reasonable to conclude that using 3 to 6 GCPs
for geo-registration is likely to result in a plot extraction of at least approximately 70%.
To further evaluate these results and identify what specific number and configuration of
GCPs and what specific level of plot extraction accuracy are needed, it is necessary to
consider these data in the broader context of geo-registration, automated plot




5.1 Comparison with Previous Research
The observation that perimeter configurations of GCPs result in lower horizontal RMSE
values than uniform configurations is consistent with the cited studies (Kraus,
2004/2007; Ackermann, 1966), which recommend perimeter configurations of GCPs for
geo-registration of aerial imagery processed in a similar fashion; however, it is
important to note that these results were only demonstrated for a relatively flat crop
field and they may not necessarily apply to other types of terrain with larger amounts of
topographic variation.
The range of observed horizontal RMSE values is consistent with those reported in the
literature (Douterloigne et al., 2010; Harwin and Lucieer, 2012; Küng et al., 2012; Turner
et al., 2012). The decrease in the horizontal RMSE as the number of GCPs is increased
and the particularly large decrease once 3 GCPs are used are consistent with the
previously discussed theoretical background on image geo-registration, which illustrated
that at least 3 GCPs are needed to establish an accurate relationship between image and
map coordinates and the more GCPs that are used for geo-registration the more
accurate this relationship becomes. It is also important to recognize that 3 GCPs is the
minimum number of GCPs that should be used and using more than 3 GCPs not only
improves the geo-registration accuracy, but it also allows for some redundancy in geo-
registration calculations. Redundancy is highly advantageous since it makes it possible
to detect and avoid errors in extra GCPs and thus, maintain high positional accuracy and
high plot extraction accuracy.
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It appears that plot extraction accuracy has not been previously studied, so this study is
unable to draw comparisons with literature data on this specific topic. Therefore,
discussion focuses on interpreting the meaning of these results in the broader context
of plot extraction and analysis
5.2 Analysis of Plot Extraction Accuracy Requirements
In general, when extracting plots, the target of analysis is the canopy of the desired plot,
rather than the surrounding soil. In this case, what matters most is not necessarily the
plot extraction accuracy as defined in this study, but rather whether or not all canopy
pixels from the desired plot are extracted without including too many undesired canopy
pixels from adjacent plots. Close inspection of different types of low plot extraction
accuracy scenarios suggests that, in some cases, a plot extraction accuracy of around 70%
is probably sufficient as a starting point for automated plot extraction.
Two distinct types of low plot extraction accuracy scenarios are characterized by large
offset from the reference polygon in the direction of the rows (east/west) or in the
direction of the ranges (north/south). The planting scheme and changes in canopy
coverage across the growing season create these distinctions. First, consider the case
when most of the offset is in the direction of the ranges (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. Examples of large offsets in the direction of the ranges at the beginning and
end of the growing season that can occur when sets of 3 to 6 GCPs are used for geo-
registration.
The relatively wide alleys separating the ranges of plots act as a spatial buffer for offsets
in the direction of the ranges, since they allow offsets in this direction to be
accommodated without extracting vegetation from undesired plots. In this case, even
when there is high canopy coverage, when 3 to 6 GCPs are used for geo-registration, the
buffer allowed by this planting scheme is sufficient to prevent all offsets in this direction
from causing vegetation from adjacent plots to be extracted. Therefore, for all practical
purposes, we can conclude that for this planting scheme, offsets in the direction of the
ranges are not a serious concern for extraction of plots from the imagery.
The planting scheme; however, provides a limited spatial buffer for offsets in the
direction of the rows (Figure 22). Early in the season, the thinness of the canopies allows
some spatial buffering in this direction; however, late in the season, as the canopies
expand this spatial buffer is reduced and eventually disappears. This can result in
extracted plots incorporating more incorrect canopy pixels for a given amount of offset.
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Therefore, because of the planting scheme in this study, even when 3 to 6 GCPs are
used for geo-registration, offsets in the direction of the rows remain a serious concern
that must be addressed.
Figure 22. Examples of large offsets in the direction of the rows at the beginning and end
of the growing season that can occur when sets of 3 to 6 GCPs are used for geo-
registration.
5.3 Relating Rows and Ranges to Map Coordinates
Aside from the need to deal with low plot extraction accuracies, another limitation of
the methods applied in this study is the need to develop a lookup table that relates the
rows and ranges of the plots to their map coordinates. This would need to be done at
least once per planting season. In theory, the base image used in this study could be
used to develop a lookup table that relates all rows and ranges to their map coordinates.
This might make it possible to extract any desired plots from the imagery. Unfortunately,




It would have been ideal if data from the planting log of the GPS-guided precision plot
planter used to plant the fields in this study could have been used to automatically
generate a lookup table for the field. Our current planter relies on very accurate RTK-
DGPS sensors to plant the seeds, 4 rows at a time, according to the planting scheme.
Unfortunately, it does not record the GPS coordinates of every row and range as it goes
through the field. Instead, it only occasionally records the GPS coordinates of the
planter itself as it passes through rows and ranges. Also, the units and coordinate
system of these GPS coordinates are not clearly documented. For these reasons, the
data from our current planter could not be used for this study. The limitations of the
methods applied in this study bring up possibilities for future research.
5.4 Possibilities for Future Research
For the planting scheme considered in this study and those with similar spacing between
plots, it should be possible to eliminate most of the remaining offsets between the
extracted polygon and reference polygon by relying on image analysis techniques. For
example, an extracted polygon might be repositioned based on the centroid of canopy
pixels within the polygon (Figure 23). Iterative centering of the polygon on the centroid
of canopy pixels within the polygon could allow the polygon to converge to a location
that is closer to the reference polygon. Such a technique could prove highly effective at
eliminating offsets in both the direction of the ranges and the direction of the rows. But
any image analysis technique would also have limitations. First, this technique requires
that the imagery be accurately classified into canopy and non-canopy pixels. This might
be difficult, since shadows, blur, and other factors could reduce the homogeneity of
canopy pixels or reduce their distinction from non-canopy pixels. Also, as the canopies
grow, the spaces between the rows become much less visible. This affects the
identification of the canopy centroid and may make it impossible for the iterative
process to converge to any particular location. The same problem occurs if the planting
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scheme incorporates minimal spacing between the plots. Finally, even when 3 to 6 GCPs
are used, there will probably still be a few rare cases when the offset in the direction of
the rows is simply too large for a technique like this to work.
Figure 23. Conceptual diagram illustrating how iterative centering of the extracted
polygon (outlined in red) on the centroid of canopy pixels within the extracted polygon
could converge to a location that is closer to the reference polygon (outlined in blue).
Despite these limitations, it is anticipated that for planting schemes with spacing
between plots similar to those encountered in this study, this centroid-based technique
will sufficiently enhance the plot extraction accuracy for all practical purposes. It might
be interesting to investigate how much spacing between plots is required for this
technique to be successful. An evaluation of this and other potential techniques will be
performed as part of a future study. If a successful technique is developed, then this
would mean that plot extraction could be automated for a broad range of planting
schemes and canopy coverage levels, including the ones considered in this study.
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Future studies might also investigate whether or not the plot extraction accuracy can be
improved by applying co-registration between a base image and imagery from which
the plots are being extracted. In theory, this would force locations in the base image and
co-registered image to be assigned to the same map coordinates. This would eliminate
reductions in the plot extraction accuracy associated with differences in geo-registration
accuracy between the base image and image from which the plots are being extracted.
In theory, this would also eliminate the need for the map coordinates in the base image
to be accurate, since they would always be registered to the same locations in the co-
registered image. Therefore, co-registration might enable a high plot extraction
accuracy without necessarily having a high geo-registration accuracy. Co-registration
might even enable a higher plot extraction accuracy for planting schemes that
incorporate minimal spacing between plots.
Although co-registration is a promising technique in this context, it also has significant
drawbacks when compared to relying exclusively on high geo-registration accuracy. The
main drawback is that it would necessitate including additional steps in the image
processing workflow. This would include measuring tie points between the base image
and the image from which the plots are being extracted, as well as warping and
resampling of the image from which the plots are being extracted. In particular,
measuring accurate tie points in imagery acquired at different times during the growing
season might be difficult, especially when the canopy coverage is high.
In contrast, with the exception of requiring a small number of GCPs to be established,
geo-registration is integrated into the process of generating an image mosaic in a
manner that does not add additional steps to the image processing workflow. Also,
aside from possibly enabling automatic plot extraction with an accuracy that is sufficient
for all practical purpose, high geo-registration accuracy offers other benefits. For
example, it improves the compatibility of the imagery with other geo-registered imagery
or other data that have been related to map coordinates. For these reasons, relying
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exclusively on high geo-registration accuracy may be considered to be an ideal solution
to the problem of extracting plots from UAS imagery of crop fields with complex
planting schemes. Co-registration remains a promising subject for future research.
Finally, it may be possible to automate the process of generating a lookup table relating
the rows and ranges of the plots to their map coordinates. One way this might be done
is by relying on data from the planting log of a GPS-guided precision plot planter. Sample
data from our current planter helps illustrate the advantages of this approach (Table 6).
In addition to recording GPS coordinates, our current planter records some metadata,
including the experiment for which the plots are being planted and the time of planting.
Such data could not only help automate the process of generating a lookup table, but it
could also help automate documentation and analysis of the image data associated with
each plot. Also, the fact that our current planter was able to produce such a data table
suggests that the technology required for this application might already be available.
Manufacturers might design or program a GPS-guided precision plot planter capable of
automatically generating a lookup table for the entire field. If this were to happen, then
the entire process, ranging from generation of a lookup table to plot extraction and
possibly even some preliminary analyses of the plots could be fully automated.
Table 6. Sample data from the GPS-guided precision plot planter used to plant the crop
fields in this study.
Date & Time Range Start Row Latitude Longitude EXPT
5/23/2014 2:45 1 1 4028.654302 8659.931284 SoyNAM
5/23/2014 2:45 2 1 4028.65652 8659.931276 SoyNAM
5/23/2014 2:45 3 1 4028.658764 8659.931335 SoyNAM
5/23/2014 2:45 4 1 4028.660982 8659.931298 SoyNAM
⁞ ⁞ ⁞ ⁞ ⁞ ⁞
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Alternatively, it may be possible to automatically generate a lookup table by applying
image analysis techniques to a base image of the field. For example, if canopy pixel
centroids could be located for all plots in the field, then the relative positions of these
centroids might make it possible to identify the rows and ranges of the plots, in addition
to their map coordinates. This brings up the possibility of extracting specific rows and
ranges of plots from the imagery without relying on a lookup table or map coordinates.
Although image analysis techniques bring up many possibilities, it is important to
recognize that they will also have their limitations. Investigating the advantages and
disadvantages of image-based approaches to automatic plot extraction will be the
subject of future research.
5.5 Broader Impacts
This appears to be the first study to demonstrate that artificial GCP targets can be
designed such that they can be automatically detected in visible, multispectral, and
thermal imagery. Such targets might be applicable in future studies involving
multispectral and thermal imagery. This also appears to be the first study to define the
plot extraction accuracy as a metric that can be applied to small plots of any shape and
orientation. The plot extraction accuracy could be a useful metric for future research on
UAS imagery, particularly in the context of agriculture.
The techniques presented in this study could play a large role in enabling field-based
High-Throughput Precision Phenotyping based on UAS imagery. In this context, they
would not only provide a means of automatically extracting and analyzing large
numbers of small plots, but they might also make it possible to develop a database that
pairs image data with other phenotypic, genomic, and environmental data. This creates
new possibilities for visualization and analysis of complex data in agricultural research.
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In the broadest sense, these results provide strong evidence that map coordinates can
be used to automatically and reliably extract small spatial subsets of terrain from geo-
registered UAS imagery. It is the high resolution of UAS imagery that makes this both
possible and potentially useful. The high resolution enables the imagery to provide new
types of information related to the structure and radiometry of small features in the
terrain, such as individual plots or plant canopies. Therefore, the techniques presented
in this study could broaden the spectrum of applications of UAS imagery to other areas




For the 5 ha crop field considered in this study, it was found that perimeter spatial
configurations of GCPs are superior to uniform spatial configurations with regards to
minimizing the horizontal RMSE. This is a fortunate outcome, since it is easier to setup
GCPs on the perimeter of a field rather than in the interior. GCPs can be setup in border
plots, and there is no need for planting schemes to accommodate GCPs in the interior of
the field.
For 20 - 6.0 m2 test plots, it was found that when at least 3 GCPs in a perimeter spatial
configuration are used for geo-registration, the plot extraction accuracy is almost always
above 70%. Using more than 3 GCPs does not result in any significant improvements in
the mean plot extraction accuracy, which was approximately 92%. Although it appears
that only 3 GCPs are needed for high plot extraction accuracy, it is recommended that at
least 4 GCPs be used for geo-registration since this provides some redundancy for geo-
registration calculations and it was found that 4 GCPs are sufficient to minimize the
horizontal RMSE.
A plot extraction accuracy of 70% might be a sufficiently good starting point for
automated plot extraction, so long as this accuracy can be enhanced through image
analysis techniques and possibly co-registration. It appears that it may be easier to
enhance plot extraction accuracy when planting schemes incorporate some spacing
between the plots. Further study is required to evaluate these techniques, explore
possibilities for improvement, and begin applying automatic plot extraction in the
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